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Abstract
Dirac submanifolds are a natural generalization in the Poisson category for symplectic sub-
manifolds of a symplectic manifold. In a certain sense they correspond to symplectic sub-
groupoids of the symplectic groupoid of the given Poisson manifold. In particular, Dirac sub-
manifolds arise as the stable locus of a Poisson involution. In this paper, we provide a general
study for these submanifolds including both local and global aspects.
In the second part of the paper, we study Poisson involutions and the induced Poisson
structures on their stable locuses. We discuss the Poisson involutions on a special class of
Poisson groups, and more generally Poisson groupoids, called symmetric Poisson groups (and
symmetric Poisson groupoids). Many well-known examples, including the standard Poisson
group structures on semi-simple Lie groups, Bruhat Poisson structures on compact semi-simple
Lie groups, and Poisson groupoids connecting with dynamical r-matrices of semi-simple Lie
algebras are symmetric, so they admit a Poisson involution. For symmetric Poisson groups, the
relation between the stable locus Poisson structure and Poisson symmetric spaces is discussed.
As a consequence, we show that the Dubrovin-Ugaglia-Boalch-Bondal Poisson structure on the
space of Stokes matrices U+ appearing in Dubrovin’s theory of Frobenius manifolds is indeed a
Poisson symmetric space for the Poisson group B+ ∗B−.
1 Introduction
The underlying structure of any Hamiltonian system is a Poisson manifold. To deal with mechanics
with constraints, it is always desirable to understand how to put a Poisson structure on a subman-
ifold of a Poisson manifold. A naive way is to consider Poisson submanifolds. However, these are
not too much different from the original Poisson manifold from the viewpoint of the Hamiltonian
systems. On the other hand, for symplectic manifolds, there do not exist any nontrivial Poisson
submanifolds. However Dirac was able to write down a Poisson bracket for a submanifold of a
symplectic manifold which is given by a set of constraints:
Q = {x ∈ P |ϕi(x) = 0, i = 1, · · · , k} (1)
∗Research partially supported by NSF grant DMS00-72171.
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such that the matrix ({ϕi, ϕj}) is invertible on Q. This is the famous Dirac bracket [7]. In this case,
Q is a symplectic submanifold, i.e., the pull back on Q of the symplectic form is non-degenerate.
There has appeared a lot of work attempting to generalize Dirac brackets, for example, the
notion of cosymplectic manifolds of Weinstein [30], Poisson reduction of Marsden-Ratiu [25], just
to name a few. In particular, Courant presented a unified approach to this question by introducing
the notion of Dirac structures [5], by which one could obtain a Poisson bracket on admissible
functions on a submanifold Q. In some situation, one indeed can get a Poisson structure on all
functions on Q. Then Q becomes a Poisson manifold itself.
In his study of Frobenius manifolds, which is connected with 2-dimensional topological quantum
field theories, Dubrovin recently found a Poisson structure on U+, the space of upper triangular
matrices with ones on the diagonal, by viewing it as a space of Stokes matrices. Indeed Dubrovin
identifies U+ with the local moduli spaces of semisimple Frobenius manifolds. In particular, an
explicit formula was found for the Poisson bracket in the three dimensional case [8]:

 1 x y0 1 z
0 0 1

 (2)
{x, y} = xy − 2z, {y, z} = yz − 2x, {z, x} = zx− 2y. (3)
Such a Poisson structure admits various nice properties. For instance, it naturally admits a braid
group action. The casimir function is the Markoff polynomial x2 + y2 + z2 − xyz. Its linear and
quadratic parts give rise to a biHamiltonian structure, etc. Then Ugaglia extended Dubrovin’s
formula to the n × n case [29]. Recently, in connection with his study of the monodromy map,
Boalch [2] proved that U+ arises as the stable locus of a Poisson involution on the Poisson group
B+∗B− and that the above Poisson structure on U+ is induced from the standard Poisson structure
on B+ ∗B−.
¿From a completely different angle, independently Bondal discovered exactly the same Poisson
structure on U+ in his study of the theory of triangulated categories [3]. He also studied extensively
this Poisson structure including the braid group action and symplectic leaves etc. In his approach,
instead of writing down the Poisson structure on U+, first of all Bondal discovered a symplectic
groupoid M whose space of objects is U+. Then the general theory of symplectic groupoids [31]
implies that U+ is a Poisson manifold. What is more interesting is, in a sebsequent paper [4], he
discovered an extremely simple connection between his symplectic groupoid M and the standard
symplectic groupoid Γ over the Poisson group B+ ∗B− of Lu-Weinstein [22]. Namely, M is simply
a symplectic subgroupoid of Γ which can be realized as the stable locus of an involutive symplectic
groupoid automorphism of Γ.
Bondal’s work suggests a simple fact, which was somehow overlooked in the literature, namely a
submanifold inherits a natural Poisson structure if it can be realized as the base space of a symplectic
subgroupoid. A natural question arises as to what are these submanifolds and how they can be
characterized. One of the main purpose of the paper is to answer this question. These submanifolds
will be called Dirac submanifolds. Symplectic subgroupoids are very simple to describe: they are
subgroupoids and in the mean time symplectic submanifolds. In contrast, Dirac submanifolds are
not so simple as we shall see. There are some interesting and rich geometry there (both global and
local), which we believe deserve further studies.
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Dirac submanifolds are a special case of those submanifolds, on which the admissible functions
for the pulled back Dirac structure happen to be all functions in terms of [5, 25]. In other words,
the intersection of a Dirac submanifold with symplectic leaves of P are symplectic submanifolds
of the leaves. This feature explains where the induced Poisson structure comes from for a Dirac
submanifold. However, not all such submanifolds are Dirac submanifolds. For instance, symplectic
leavess (except for the zero point) of su(2) are not Dirac submanifolds. It is still not clear at the
moment how to describe the global obstruction in general. On the other hand, when the Poisson
manifold is symplectic, Dirac submanifolds are precisely symplectic submanifold. Other examples
include cosymplectic submanifolds and stable locus of a Poisson involution.
The second aim of the paper is to study systematically Poisson involutions and the induced
Poisson structures on stable locuses. When the underlying Poisson manifolds are Poisson groups
or more generally Poisson groupoids, there is an effective way of producing a Poisson involution,
namely through their infinitesimal invariants: Lie bialgebras or Lie bialgebroids. These are called
symmetric Poisson groupoids and symmetric Lie bialgebroids. As we see, such a Poisson involution
exists in almost every well-known example of Poisson groupoids and Poisson groups, including
the standard Poisson group structures on semi-simple Lie groups, Bruhat Poisson structures on
compact semi-simple Lie groups, and Poisson groupoids connecting with dynamical r-matrices of
semi-simple Lie algebras. For Poisson groups, they were studied by Fernades in connection with
Poisson symmetric spaces [11, 12], i.e., symmetric spaces which are Poisson homogeneous spaces.
It turns out that the induced Poisson structure on the stable locus Q of the Poisson involution
of a symmetric Poisson group is closely connected with Poisson symmetric spaces. In particular,
we prove that the identity connected component of Q is always a Poisson symmetric space. As
a consequence, we show that the DUBB-Poisson structure on Stokes matrices U+ is a Poisson
symmetric space for the Poisson group B+ ∗B−.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the definition of Dirac submanifolds
and study their basic properties. Local Dirac submanifolds are also introduced and their connection
with transverse Poisson structures is discussed. Section 3 is devoted to the study of some further
properties. In particular, we study how the modular class of a Dirac submanifold is related to that
of the Poisson manifold P . We also study Poisson group actions on Dirac submanifolds. Finally
we prove that Dirac submanifolds are indeed infinitesimal version of symplectic subgroupoids.
In Section 4, we investigate stable locuses of Poisson involutions, and study Poisson involutions
on Poisson groupoids by introducing the notion of symmetric Poisson groupoids. In Section 5,
we consider particularly symmetric Poisson groups and the induced Poisson structures on stable
locuses. The connection with Poisson symmetric spaces is discussed.
We remark that one should not confuse Dirac submanifolds here with the notion of Dirac
manifolds of Courant [5]. Courant’s Dirac manifolds are manifolds equipped with a Dirac structure,
which generalize the notion of both Poisson and presymplectic manifolds. In an earlier version, some
other names such as Q-submanifolds and IR-submanifolds were suggested, but we feel that neither
of these names reflects the complete nature of the objects we study here. At the end, we decided
to call them Dirac submanifolds, which at least contains a famous name that people have heard of.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank ESI and University of Pennsylvania for
their hospitality while work on this project was being done. He also wishes to thank Philip Boalch,
Alexei Bondal, Sam Evens, Rui Fernades, Friedrich Knop, Jiang-hua Lu and Alan Weinstein for
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Bondal for allowing him to be accessible to his unpublished manuscripts [3, 4]. Finally special
thanks go to all his friends in Glanon, in particular, Fre´de´ric Bidegain, Se´bastien Miche´a, and
Franc¸ois Nadaud, from whom he benefited a lot not only mathematically, but also learned much
more beyond.
2 Dirac submanifolds
This section is devoted to the study of general aspects of Dirac submanifolds.
2.1 Definition and properties
Let us introduce the definition first.
Definition 2.1 A submanifold Q of a Poisson manifold P is called a Dirac submanifold if the
tangent bundle of P along Q admits a vector bundle decomposition:
TQP = TQ⊕ VQ (4)
so that V ⊥Q is a Lie subalgebroid of T
∗P , where T ∗P is equipped with the standard cotangent bundle
Lie algebroid structure.
Note that the last condition above is equivalent to that VQ ⊂ TP is a coisotropic submanifold
of the tangent Poisson manifold TP . So alternatively, we have
Proposition 2.2 A submanifold Q ⊂ P is a Dirac submanifold iff there is a decomposition as in
Equation (4) so that VQ ⊂ TP is a coisotropic submanifold of the tangent Poisson manifold TP .
In what follows, we will see that Q itself must be a Poisson manifold. However, Q in general
is not a Poisson submanifold. We need to introduce some notations. By pr, we denote the bundle
map TQP −→ TQ obtained simply by taking the projection along the decomposition (4). And
let pr∗ : T ∗Q −→ T ∗P denote the dual of pr by considering T ∗QP as a subbundle of T ∗P . By
pr∗, we denote the map from X
d(P ) to Xd(Q) naturally induced from pr, which is defined by
pr∗(D) = pr(D|Q), ∀D ∈ Xd(P ).
We summarize some important properties of Dirac submanifolds in the following
Theorem 2.3 Let Q be a Dirac submanifold of a Poisson manifold (P, pi). Then
(i). pi|Q = piQ + pi′, where piQ ∈ Γ(∧2TQ) and pi′ ∈ Γ(∧2VQ);
(ii). piQ is a Poisson tensor on Q;
(iii). pr∗ : T ∗Q −→ T ∗P is a Lie algebroid morphism, where both T ∗Q and T ∗P are equipped with
the cotangent bundle Lie algebroid structures;
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(iv). for any X ∈ X(P ),
pr∗[X,pi] = [pr∗X,piQ]; (5)
(v). for any x ∈ Q, pi#Q(T ∗xQ) = pi#(T ∗xP ) ∩ TxQ;
(vi). for any x ∈ Q, pi#Q(T ∗xQ) is a symplectic subspace of pi#(T ∗xP ). Hence, each symplectic leaf
of Q is the intersection of Q with a symplectic leaf of P , which is a symplectic submanifold
of that leaf.
Before proving this theorem, we need a couple of lemmas. The following lemma, which can
also be easily verified directly, follows from the fact that the natural inclusion TQ −→ TP is a Lie
algebroid morphism.
Lemma 2.4 Let Q ⊆ P be a submanifold. Assume that D ∈ Xd(P ) and D′ ∈ Xd′(P ) are multi-
vector fields tangent to Q, i.e., D|Q ∈ Xd(Q) and D′|Q ∈ Xd′(Q). Then
[D, D′]|Q = [D|Q, D′|Q].
Next is the following
Lemma 2.5 Assume that Q is a submanifold of a Poisson manifold (P, pi) such that there is a
vector bundle decomposition TQP = TQ ⊕ VQ. Moreover assume that pi|Q = piQ + pi′, where
piQ ∈ Γ(∧2TQ) and pi′ ∈ Γ(∧2VQ). Then piQ is a Poisson tensor on Q.
Proof. Write pi′ =
∑
iXi ∧ Yi where Xi, Yi ∈ Γ(VQ). Now let X˜i, Y˜i ∈ X(P ) be (local) extensions
of Xi, Yi, and p˜i
′ =
∑
i X˜i ∧ Y˜i. Let pi′′ = pi − p˜i′ ∈ X2(P ). Then clearly p˜i′|Q = pi′ and pi′′|Q = piQ.
Now it follows from [pi, pi] = 0 that [pi′′, pi′′] = −2[pi′′, p˜i′] − [p˜i′, p˜i′]. On the other hand, it is clear
by definition that pr∗[pi
′′, p˜i′] = pr∗[p˜i
′, p˜i′] = 0. Thus pr∗[pi
′′, pi′′] = 0. According to Lemma 2.4, the
latter implies that [piQ, piQ] = pr∗[pi
′′, pi′′] = 0. This concludes the proof.
✷
Proof of Theorem 2.3 By definition, V ⊥Q is a Lie subalgebroid of the cotangent Lie algrebroid
T ∗P . By identifying T ∗Q with V ⊥Q , one obtains a Lie algebroid structure on T
∗Q, and a Lie
algebroid morphism ϕ : T ∗Q −→ T ∗P . Clearly, ϕ = pr∗. By ρQ, we denote the anchor map of the
Lie algebroid T ∗Q. Thus we have i◦ρQ = pi
#
◦ϕ, where i : TQ −→ TP is the natural inclusion. It
follows that ρQ = pr◦i◦ρQ = pr◦pi
#
◦ϕ = pr◦pi#◦pr∗. Hence ρQ : T
∗Q −→ TQ is skew-symmetric.
Thus it defines a bivector field piQ ∈ Γ(∧2TQ) so that ρQ = pi#Q . Under the decomposition (4), we
have ∧2TQP = ∧2TQ⊕ (TQ ∧ VQ) ⊕ ∧2VQ. It is clear that piQ is the Γ(∧2TQ)-part of pi|Q under
the above decomposition. Since pi#(V ⊥Q ) ⊂ TQ, pi|Q does not involve any mixed term, i.e., the
Γ(TQ ∧ VQ)-part. Hence we have pi|Q = piQ + pi′ with pi′ ∈ Γ(∧2VQ). This proves (i).
By Lemma 2.5, piQ is indeed a Poisson tensor on Q. Hence (ii) follows. Next we need to show
that the Lie algebroid structure on T ∗Q is indeed the cotangent Lie algebroid corresponding to the
Poisson structure piQ. Since ϕ is a Lie algebroid morphism, ϕ
∗ = pr induces a morphism of the
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(graded) differential algebras pr∗ : (Γ(∧∗TP ), d∗P ) −→ (Γ(∧∗TQ), d∗Q). Since T ∗P is the cotangent
Lie algebroid, we know that d∗P = [pi, ·]. To prove the claim, it suffices to show that d∗Q = [piQ, ·].
To this end, given any X ∈ X(Q), choose an extension X˜ ∈ X(P ). Write pi = pi′′ + p˜i′ as in Lemma
2.5 so that pi′′|Q = piQ and p˜i′|Q ∈ Γ(∧2VQ). Then d∗QX = (d∗Qpr∗)X˜ = (pr∗d∗P )X˜ = pr∗[pi, X˜ ] =
pr∗[pi
′′ + p˜i′, X˜] = pr∗[pi
′′, X˜ ] = [piQ,X], where the last step follows from Lemma 2.4. This proves
(iii), and therefore (iv) as a consequence.
Next we prove the relation pi#Q(T
∗
xQ) = pi
#(T ∗xP ) ∩ TxQ. Since i◦pi#Q = pi#◦ϕ, it is obvious
that pi#Q(T
∗
xQ) ⊂ pi#(T ∗xP ) ∩ TxQ. Conversely, let v ∈ pi#(T ∗xP ) ∩ TxQ be any vector. Then
v = pi#ξ for some ξ ∈ T ∗xP . Now since T ∗xP = TxQ⊥ ⊕ V ⊥x , we may write ξ = ξ1 + ξ2, where
ξ1 ∈ TxQ⊥ and ξ2 ∈ V ⊥x . Since V ⊥x = ϕ(T ∗xQ), pi#ξ2 ∈ (pi#◦ϕ)(T ∗xQ) = pi#Q(T ∗xQ) ⊂ TxQ. Hence
pi#ξ1 = v − pi#ξ2 ∈ TxQ. On the other hand, it is clear that pi#ξ1 ∈ Vx. Hence, pi#ξ1 = 0 and
therefore v = pi#ξ2 ∈ pi#Q(T ∗xQ). Thus we have proved the relation pi#Q(T ∗xQ) = pi#(T ∗xP ) ∩ TxQ,
which implies that the symplectic leaves of Q are the intersection of the symplectic leaves of P with
Q.
Finally, let Dx = pi
#
Q(T
∗
xQ) and D
′
x = pi
′#(T⊥x Q). It is simple to see that pi
#(T ∗xP ) = Dx ⊕D′x,
and piQ(x) ∈ ∧2Dx and pi′(x) ∈ ∧2D′x are both nondegenerate. Thus piQ(x)|−1Dx ⊕ pi′(x)|−1D′x is the
inverse of pi(x) when being restricted to pi#(T ∗xP ). It follows that pi
#
Q(T
∗
xQ) is indeed a symplectic
subspace of pi#(T ∗xP ). This implies that any symplectic leaf of Q is indeed a symplectic submanifold
of a symplectic leaf of P . This concludes our proof of the theorem.
✷
As an immediate consequence, we have
Corollary 2.6 Assume that Q is a Dirac submanifold of a Poisson manifold P . Then we have
(i). there is a morphism on the level of Poisson cohomology
pr∗ : H
∗
pi(P ) −→ H∗piQ(Q);
(ii). if X ∈ X(P ) is a vector field such that X|Q ∈ Γ(VQ), then pr∗[X,pi] = 0.
Remark 2.7 From Theorem 2.3 (vi), we see that the choice of the complementary VQ is immaterial
for the purpose of getting the Poisson structure on Q. Indeed, any submanifold whose intersections
with symplectic leaves of P are symplectic submanifolds of the leaves admits a potential Poisson
tensor, which, however, might be discontinuous. This is simply the bivector field obtained by
taking the inverse of the restriction of the leafwise symplectic form to Q. In terms of the language
of Dirac structures, such submanifolds precisely correspond to those for which the pulled back Dirac
structure [5] of the one corresponding to the graph of the Poisson tensor on P is a bivector on each
tangent space. In general, it might be discontinuous though. However, note that even when it is
smooth so that one obtains a Poisson structure on Q, it may still not be a Dirac submanifold. See
Example 2.17 below.
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We also note that Dirac submanifolds are a special case of the situation in [25], where general
Poisson reduction was studied. This provides another route to obatin the Poisson structures on
these submanifolds.
Next proposition gives an alternative definition of Dirac submanifolds, which is presumably
easier to check in practice.
Proposition 2.8 A submanifold Q of a Poisson manifold (P, pi) is a Dirac submanifold if the
following conditions are all satisfied:
(i). there is a vector bundle decomposition TQP = TQ⊕ VQ;
(ii). pi|Q = piQ + pi′, where piQ ∈ Γ(∧2TQ) and pi′ ∈ Γ(∧2VQ).
(iii). for any X ′ ∈ Γ(VQ), there is an extension X ∈ X(P ) of X ′ such that pr∗[X,pi] = 0.
Proof. From (i)-(ii), we know that piQ is a Poisson tensor on Q, and therefore T
∗Q is a Lie algebroid.
The decomposition (i) induces a natural identification between V ⊥Q and T
∗Q, which equips V ⊥Q with
a Lie algebroid structure by pulling back the cotangent Lie algebroid on T ∗Q. It remains to show
that this Lie algebroid structure on V ⊥Q is indeed a Lie subalgebroid of T
∗P . To this end, it suffices
to prove Equation (5) for any vector field X ∈ X(P ).
If X ∈ X(P ) such that X|Q is tangent to Q, Equation (5) follows from Lemma 2.4. On the
other hand, assume that X|Q ∈ Γ(VQ). Then pr∗[X,pi] = pr∗[X,pi′′ + p˜i′] = pr∗[X,pi′′], where pi′′
and p˜i′ are the bivector fields as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. Since pi′′|Q = piQ is tangent to Q,
[X,pi′′]|Q depends only on X|Q. From assumption (iii), we thus have pr∗[X,pi] = 0. This concludes
the proof.
✷
Remark 2.9 Conditions (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 2.8 can be replaced, respectively, by the
following equivalent conditions:
(ii’). pi#(V ⊥Q ) ⊆ TQ;
(iii’). for any point x in Q, there are a set of local vector fields X1, · · · ,Xk ∈ X(P ) around x
such that Xi|Q ∈ Γ(VQ), i = 1, , · · · , k consists of a fiberwise basis for VQ and satisfies the property
that pr∗[Xi, pi] = 0, i = 1, , · · · , k.
Recall that cosymplectic submanifolds of a Poisson manifold P are those, which are character-
ized by the two properties [30]:
(i). Q intersects each symplectic leaf of P transversely;
(ii). at each point of Q, the intersection of TQ with the tangent space of the symplectic leaf is a
symplectic subspace.
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Lemma 2.10 A submanifold Q of a Poisson manifold (P, pi) is cosymplectic iff it satisfies the
conditions (i)-(ii) as in Proposition 2.8 with the property that pi′ ∈ Γ(∧2VQ) is non-degenerate.
Proof. If Q is cosymplectic, then TxP = TxQ ⊕ pi#(TxQ⊥), ∀x ∈ Q [30]. It is simple to see that
VQ = pi
#(TQ⊥) is a complementary of TQ in TQP which possesses all the required properties for
Q being a Dirac submanifold.
Conversely, let Q be a submanifold which satisfies the conditions (i)-(ii) as in Proposition
2.8 with the property that pi′ ∈ Γ(∧2VQ) is non-degenerate. For any x ∈ Q, it is clear that
pi#(TxQ
⊥) = pi′#(TxQ
⊥) ⊂ Vx. Since pi′ is non-degenerate, pi′# : TxQ⊥ −→ Vx is an isomorphism.
Thus we have Vx = pi
#(TxQ
⊥). Thus it follows that TxP = TxQ ⊕ pi#(TxQ⊥). Hence Q is
cosymplectic.
✷
Corollary 2.11 Cosymplectic submanifolds are Dirac submanifolds.
Proof. According to Lemma 2.10, it suffices to verify the last condition (iii) in Proposition 2.8.
Since VQ = pi
#(TQ⊥), Γ(VQ) is spanned by the vector fields gXf |Q where f, g ∈ C∞(P ) and f is
constant along Q. Now clearly pr∗[gXf , pi] = pr∗(Xf ∧Xg) = 0, and therefore the condition (iii) in
Proposition 2.8 is satisfied. This concludes the proof.
✷
The following proposition gives a nice characterization for a Dirac submanifold.
Proposition 2.12 Assume that there is a set of functions f1, · · · , fk ∈ C∞(P ) which defines a
coordinate system on Q. Then Q is a Dirac submanifold if
(i). the Hamiltonian vector field Xfi , ∀i, is tangent to Q;
(ii). d{fi, fj} ∼= 0 (mod dfi) along Q.
Proof. Let VQ = {v ∈ TQP |vfi = 0, ∀i = 1, · · · , k}. Clearly, VQ is a vector bundle such that
TQP = TQ ⊕ VQ. Moreover V ⊥Q = span{dfi|Q, i = 1, · · · , k}. Thus from (i) it follows that
pi#(V ⊥Q ) ⊂ TQ. Combining with (ii), we see that V ⊥Q is indeed a Lie subalgebroid of T ∗P . Thus Q
is a Dirac submanifold.
✷
Remark 2.13 It is natural to ask what is the rule of the subbundle VQ in the definition of a Dirac
submanifold. For a given Dirac submanifold, is VQ unique? If not, what is the relation between
different choices of VQ?
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Let Q be a Dirac submanifold and pi|Q = piQ + pi′, where piQ ∈ Γ(∧2TQ) and pi′ ∈ Γ(∧2VQ).
Assume that there is another decomposition TQP = TQ⊕V ′Q satisfying the condition of Definition
2.1. Then V ′Q must correspond to a bundle map ϕ : VQ −→ TQ, i.e., V ′Q = {ϕ(v) + v|∀v ∈ VQ}. It
is simple to see that the condition (ii’) in Remark 2.9 implies that ϕ◦(pi′)# = 0. In paricular, if Q is
cosymplectic, ϕ must be zero so VQ is unique. However, in general, it is not clear how to elaborate
the other condition (iii) in order to give a clean description of ϕ.
2.2 Examples
Now we will discuss some examples of Dirac submanifolds. By Corollary 2.11, we already know
that cosymplectic manifolds are Dirac submanifolds. The following gives a list of other examples.
Example 2.14 Assume that P is a symplectic manifold. If Q is a Dirac submanifold, then Q
must be a symplectic submanifold according to Theorem 2.3 (vi). On the other hand, symplectic
submanifolds are automatically Dirac submanifolds since they are cosymplectic. In other words,
Dirac submanifolds of a symplectic manifold are precisely symplectic submanifolds.
Another extreme case is the following
Example 2.15 If x is a point where the Poisson tensor vanishes, then {x} is a Dirac submanifold.
Example 2.16 Let P = Rn be equipped with a constant Poisson structure. Then P is a regular
Poisson manifold, where symplectic leaves are affine subspaces x+S. Here S is the symplectic leaf
through 0 which is also a linear subspace of Rn. Assume that an affine subspace Q = u + V is a
Dirac submanifold, where V is a linear subspace of Rn. By Theorem 2.3 (i), we see that V must
admit a complementary subspace U such that the P = V × U as a product of Poisson manifolds,
where V and U are equipped with the constant Poisson structures piQ(u) and pi
′(u) respectively.
This condition is equivalent to that the intersection of V with S is a symplectic subspace of S.
Conversely, given any such a linear subspace V , then one can decompose P = V × U as a product
of constant Poisson structures. For Q = V ×{u}, by taking VQ| ∼= Q×U to be constant, one easily
sees that the conditions in Proposition 2.8 are indeed satisfied. Hence Q is a Dirac submanifold.
In conclusion, an affine space u + V is a Dirac submanifold iff V ∩ S is a symplectic linear
subspace of S.
The following example, which indicates that being a Dirac submanifold is indeed a global
property, was pointed out to the author by Weinstein.
Example 2.17 Let P =M×C, where each M-slice is a Poisson submanifold. Namely the Poisson
tensor at each point (x, t) ∈ M × C is of the form pi(x, t) = pit(x), where pit(x) is a family of
C-dependent Poisson structures on M . Consider a particular M-slice Q = M × {t0} which is a
Poisson submanifold. We will investigate when Q becomes a Dirac submanifold.
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Since we are only concerned with a small neighborhood of t0 in C, we may identify C with R
n by
choosing a local coordinate system (t1, · · · , tn). If Q is a Dirac submanifold, then TQP = TQ⊕ VQ
for some vector bundle VQ along Q. Hence VQ must be of the form:
VQ = { ∂
∂ti
+Xi|i = 1, · · · , n},
where Xi, i = 1, · · · , n, are some vector fields on M . Clearly Condition (ii) in Proposition 2.8 is
satisfied automatically. Thus according to Remark 2.9, for Q to be a Dirac submanifold, it suffices
that pr∗[
∂
∂ti
+Xi, pit(x)] = 0, for i = 1, · · · , n, which is equivalent to
∂pit(x)
∂ti
|t=t0 = −[Xi, pit0(x)], i = 1, · · · , n. (6)
This equation precisely means that ∂pit(x)
∂ti
|t=t0 is a coboundary with respect to the Poisson coho-
mology operator defined by pit0 . Thus we conclude that
Q is a Dirac submanifold iff the map f : Tt0C −→ H2pit0 (M) : v −→ [v(pit)] vanishes.
Note that v(pit) is always a 2-cocycle with respect to the Poisson cohomology operator [pit0 , ·]
because of the identity [pit, pit] = 0.
As a special case, let us consider the situation where all M -slices are symplectic leaves. Then
one obtains a map ϕ : C −→ H2(M) by taking the symplectic class of the fiber. On the other
hand, it is known that H2pit0
(M) is canonically isomorphic to H2(M). By identifying these two
cohomology groups, we have
f = −ϕ∗. (7)
To see this relation, let ωt denote the leafwise symplectic forms, and let ω
b
t : TM −→ T ∗M and
pi#t : T
∗M −→ TM be the induced bundle maps by ωt and pit, respectively. It follows from the
equation ωbt ◦pi
#
t = 1 that (v(pit))
# = −pi#t ◦(v(ωt))b◦pi#t , for any v ∈ Tt0C. Equation (7) thus follows
immediately.
Hence we conclude that a symplectic leaf M × {t0} is a Dirac submanifold iff t0 is a critical
point of the map ϕ. For instance, the symplectic leaves in the Lie-Poisson su(2) can never be Dirac
submanifolds except for the zero point.
Example 2.18 Let P = g∗ be a Lie-Poisson structure corresponding to a Lie algebra g. Consider
an affine space Q = µ + V . Assume that Q is a Dirac submanifold where VQ can be taken
constant. This amounts to saying that we have a decomposition g = l ⊕ m such that V = m⊥
and VQ ∼= Q × m as a vector bundle. Let {e1, · · · , ek} be a basis of l and {m1, · · · ,mt} a basis
of m. Then {e1, · · · , ek,m1, · · · ,mt} consists of a basis of g. Now let {λ1, · · · , λk, r1, · · · , rt} be its
corresponding linear coordinates on g∗. Thus their Poisson brackets are given by
{λi, λj} = akijλk + bkijrk, {λi, rj} = ckijλk + dkijrk,
where akij, b
k
ij , c
k
ij , d
k
ij are constants. It is clear that {λ1, · · · , λk} is a set of coordinate functions on
Q such that V ⊥Q is spanned by dλi, i = 1, · · · , k. Since d{λi, λj} = akijdλk + bkijdrk, Condition (ii) of
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Proposition 2.12 implies that bkij = 0. On the other hand, we have
Xλi |Q = ({λi, λj}
∂
∂λj
+ {λi, rj} ∂
∂rj
)|Q = ({λi, λj} ∂
∂λj
+ (clijλl + d
l
ijµl)
∂
∂rj
)|Q,
where µl = rl(µ), l = 1, · · · , t. It thus follows that Xλi is tangent to Q iff ckij = 0 and dkijµk = 0. The
latter is equivalent to 〈ad∗ejµ,mj〉 = 0. Therefore we conclude that µ +m⊥ is a Dirac submanifold
with constant VQ iff g = l⊕m is a reductive decomposition (i.e., l is a Lie subalgebra and [l,m] ⊆ m),
and ad∗lµ ∈ m⊥. In this case, the induced Poisson structure can be identified with the Lie-Poisson
structure on l∗.
2.3 Local Dirac submanifolds
Definition 2.19 A submanifold Q of a Poisson manifold P is called a local Dirac submanifold if
at each point of Q there is an open neighborhood which is a Dirac submanifold.
Immediately we have
Proposition 2.20 A local Dirac submanifold naturally carries an induced Poisson structure.
Example 2.21 IfQ is a symplectic leaf of P , byWeinstein splitting theorem [30], locally P ∼= Q×N
as a product Poisson manifold. It thus follows that Q is a local Dirac submanifold.
The following proposition gives a characterization of local Dirac submanifolds.
Proposition 2.22 A submanifold Q of a Poisson manifold P is a Dirac submanifold if there
exist local coordinates (x1, · · · , xk, y1, · · · , yt) of P at any point q ∈ Q such that Q is defined by
y1 = · · · = yt = 0 and the Poisson bracket between coordinate functions satisfy:
λij(x, 0) = 0, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ t; ∂ϕij
∂yl
(x, 0) = 0, ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, 1 ≤ k ≤ t, (8)
where ϕij = {xi, xj}, ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, and λij = {xi, yj}, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ t.
Proof. Assume that Q is a local Dirac submanifold. Given any point q ∈ Q, there exists an open
neighborhood U of q in P such that U ∩Q is a Dirac submanifold. Let VU∩Q denote the subbundle
as in the decomposition (4). By shrinking U to a smaller open neighborhood of q if necessary,
one may always choose local coordinates (x1, · · · , xk, y1, · · · , yt) of U such that U ∩Q is defined by
y1 = · · · = yt = 0 and VU∩Q is spanned by { ∂∂yi |i = 1, · · · , t}. In other words, {x1, · · · , xk} is a set
of coordinates on Q such that V ⊥U∩Q is spanned by {dxi|i = 1, · · · , k}. Then we have
d{xi, xj}|Q = ∂ϕij
∂yl
(x, 0)dyl, (mod dxi); Xxi |Q = λij(x, 0)
∂
∂yj
, (mod
∂
∂xi
).
It thus follows that λij(x, 0) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ t and ∂ϕij∂yl (x, 0) = 0, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, 1 ≤ l ≤ t.
Conversely, if such local coordinates exist in an open neighborhood U of q in P , one can show
that U ∩Q is a Dirac submanifold.
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✷The following result reveals a connection between local Dirac subamnifolds and transverse Pois-
son structures [30].
Proposition 2.23 If Q is a local Dirac submanifold which is a cross section of a symplectic leaf
S at a point q (i.e., Q has complementary dimension to S and intersects with S at a single point q
transversely), then the induced Poisson structure on Q in a neighborhood of q is isomorphic to the
transverse Poisson structure.
Conversely, if Q is a cross section of a symplectic leaf S at a point q, then Q is a Dirac
subamnifold in a neighborhood of q and the induced Poisson structure is isomorphic to the transverse
Poisson structure.
Proof. From Weinstein splitting theorem [30], it follows that a cross section of a symplectic leaf
S must be a Dirac submanifold in a small neighborhood of the intersection point. It remains to
show that the induced Poisson structure on Q as a Dirac subamnifold is indeed isomorphic to the
transverse Poisson structure.
We choose local coordinates as in the proof of Proposition 2.22. Thus Xxi are all tangent to Q
for i = 1, · · · , k. By definition, the transverse Poisson structure is {xi, xj}|Q = ϕij(x, 0), which is
precisely the induced Poisson structure on Q as a Dirac submanifold.
✷
An immediate consequence, by combing with Example 2.18, is the following theorem of Molino
[26] and Weinstein [30].
Corollary 2.24 Let µ ∈ g∗ and gµ be the isotropic Lie algebra at µ. If g admits a reductive
decomposition: g = gµ⊕mµ, then the transverse Poisson structure at µ to the symplectic leaf G · µ
(i.e., the coadjoint orbit through µ) is isomorphic to the Lie-Poisson structure on g∗µ.
3 Properties of Dirac submanifolds
This section is devoted to the further study on properties of Dirac submanifolds.
3.1 Relative modular vector fields
First we want to see how modular class of a Dirac submanifold is related to that of P . We start
with the following:
Lemma 3.1 Let Q be a Dirac submanifold of a Poisson manifold P . Assume that f ∈ C∞(P )
satisfies the property df |Q ∈ V ⊥Q . Denote by ϕt the flow generated by the Hamiltonian vector field
Xf . Then both TQ and VQ (hence TQ
⊥ and V ⊥Q ) are stable under ϕt.
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Proof. It is clear that Xf is tangent to Q, and therefore [Xf , Y ]|Q is well-defined for any Y ∈
Γ(TQP ). If Y ∈ Γ(TQ), clearly [Xf , Y ]|Q ∈ Γ(TQ). Hence TQ is stable under ϕt.
Now assume that Y ∈ Γ(VQ). Let Y˜ ∈ X(P ) be any of its extension. By the graded Jacobi
identity, we have
[Xf , Y˜ ] = [[pi, f ], Y˜ ] = [[f, Y˜ ], pi]− [[Y˜ , pi], f ].
Now [[f, Y˜ ], pi] = −[Y˜ (f), pi] = −[Y˜ (f), pi′′ + p˜i′] = −[Y˜ (f), pi′′] − [Y˜ (f), p˜i′], where pi′′ and p˜i′ are
bivector fields on P as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, i.e., pi′′|Q = piQ and p˜i′ ∈ Γ(∧2VQ). Since
Y˜ (f)|Q = Y (f)|Q = 0, it is obvious that [Y˜ (f), pi′′]|Q = [Y˜ (f), piQ] = 0. Thus [[f, Y˜ ], pi]|Q ∈ Γ(VQ).
On the other hand, according to Equation (5), we have pr∗[Y˜ , pi] = [pr∗Y˜ , piQ] = 0. Therefore, one
can write [Y˜ , pi]|Q =
∑
Zi ∧ Z ′i with Z ′i ∈ Γ(VQ). Then [[Y˜ , pi], f ]|Q =
∑
(Zi(f)Z
′
i − Z ′i(f)Zi) =∑
Zi(f)Z
′
i ∈ Γ(VQ), since Z ′i(f) = 0 by assumption. This shows that [Xf , Y ]|Q = [Xf , Y˜ ]|Q ∈
Γ(VQ), which implies that VQ is stable under the flow ϕt. This concludes the proof.
✷
We are now ready to introduce the relative modular class. Let Ω′ ∈ Γ(∧topTQ⊥) ∼= Γ(∧topV ∗Q)
be a nonzero section, which we always assume exist. Otherwise, one needs to consider densities as
in [32]. For any f ∈ C∞(Q), let f˜ ∈ C∞(P ) be an extension of f satisfying the property df˜ |Q ∈ V ⊥Q .
Then according to Lemma 3.1 the Hamiltonian flow of X
f˜
preserves both vector bundles TQ and
VQ, hence it preserves TQ
⊥. It thus follows that LXfΩ
′ is a section of ∧topTQ⊥, and therefore
(LX
f˜
Ω′)/Ω′ is a well-defined function on Q. Also it is clear that this function only depends on
the 1-jet of f˜ along Q, and therefore is independent of the extension. Thus one obtains a linear
map νr : C
∞(Q) −→ C∞(Q), f −→ (LX
f˜
Ω′)/Ω′|Q. From the fact that Xf˜ |Q is tangent to Q and
Ω′ ∈ Γ(∧topTQ⊥), one can easily show that
νr(fg) = fνr(g) + gνr(f), ∀f, g ∈ C∞(Q).
Hence νr is a vector field on Q, which will be called the relative modular vector field corresponding
to Ω′.
Proposition 3.2 νr is a Poisson vector field with respect to piQ. For different choices of Ω
′, the
corresponding relative modular vector fields νr differ by a Hamiltonian vector field.
As a consequence, [νr] is a well defined class in the Poisson cohomology H
1
piQ
(Q), which will be
called the relative modular class of the Dirac submanifold Q. The proof of Proposition 3.2 follows
from the lemma below.
Choose a nonzero section ΩQ ∈ Γ(∧topV ⊥Q ) ∼= Γ(∧topT ∗Q), which we again assume exist. Then
Ω = ΩQ ∧ Ω′ ∈ Γ(∧topT ∗P |Q) is a nonzero section. Extend Ω to a volume form on P (at least
locally along the submanifold Q), which will be denoted by the same symbol Ω. By νP and νQ, we
denote the modular vector fields of the Poisson manifolds P and Q corresponding to Ω and ΩQ,
respectively.
Lemma 3.3 The modular vector fields are related by
νr = pr∗νP − νQ. (9)
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Proof. ∀f ∈ C∞(Q), let f˜ ∈ C∞(P ) be an extension of f satisfying the property df˜ |Q ∈ V ⊥Q .
Then LX
f˜
Ω|Q = νP (f˜)Ω|Q = (pr∗νP )(f)Ω|Q, and LXf˜ΩQ|Q = νQ(f)ΩQ. ¿From the derivation law:
LX
f˜
Ω = (LX
f˜
ΩQ)∧Ω′+ΩQ ∧LX
f˜
Ω′, it follows that pr∗νP (f) = νQ(f) + νr(f). Equation (9) thus
follows.
✷
Another consequence, besides Proposition 3.2, is the following:
Proposition 3.4 The modular classes of the Poisson structures on P and Q are related by
pr∗[νP ]− [νQ] = [νr], (10)
where pr∗ : H
1
pi(P ) −→ H1piQ(Q) is the morphism as in Corollary 2.6.
Remark 3.5 It would be interesting to see how other characteristic classes [6, 13] on P and Q are
related, and in particular, how to describe pr∗[Ck(P )]− [Ck(Q)] ∈ H∗piQ(Q) for other characteristic
class Ck.
3.2 Poisson actions
Next we consider Poisson actions on Dirac submanifolds. As we shall see below, Dirac submanifolds
indeed behave nicely under Poisson group actions, which include the usual Hamiltonian actions as
a special case.
Theorem 3.6 Assume that (P, pi) is a Poisson manifold which admits a Poisson action of a Pois-
son group G. Assume that Q is a Dirac submanifold stable under the G-action. Then the action
of G on Q is also a Poisson action. Moreover, if J : P −→ G∗ is a momentum map, then
J |Q : Q −→ G∗ is a momentum map of the G-action on Q.
Proof. Let µP : T
∗P −→ g∗ and µQ : T ∗Q −→ g∗ be the linear morphisms dual to the infinitesimal
g-actions on P and Q, respectively. Since the infinitesimal g-action on Q: g −→ X(Q) is the
composition of the infinitesimal g-action on P : g −→ X(P ) with the projection pr∗ : X(P ) −→
X(Q), it follows that µQ = µP ◦pr
∗, where pr∗ : T ∗Q −→ T ∗P is the dual of the projection
pr : TQP −→ TQ. Since pr∗ is a Lie algebroid morphism according to Theorem 2.3 (iii), it follows
immediately from Proposition 6.1 in [34] that the G-action on Q is also a Poisson action.
Assume that J : P −→ G∗ is a momentum map for the Poisson G-action [20]. I.e., for any ξ ∈ g,
pi#(J∗ξl) = ξˆ, where ξl ∈ Ω1(G∗) is the left invariant one-form corresponding to ξ, and ξˆ ∈ X(P )
is the vector field on P generated by ξ. Then we have pr∗pi
#(J∗ξl) = ξˆ since ξˆ is tangent to Q. On
the other hand, it is clear that pr∗pi
#(J∗ξl) = pi#Q(J
∗ξl). This shows that J |Q : Q −→ G∗ is indeed
a momentum map for the Poisson G-action on Q.
✷
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3.3 Symplectic subgroupids
Finally we consider symplectic groupoids of Dirac submanifolds. As we see below, Dirac submani-
folds are indeed infinitesimal version of symplectic subgroupids.
Theorem 3.7 If Γ′−→− Q is a symplectic subgroupoid of a symplectic groupoid (Γ−→− P,α, β),
then Q is a Dirac submanifold of P . Conversely, if P is an integrable Poisson manifold with
symplectic groupoid Γ and Q is a Dirac submanifold whose corresponding cotangent Lie algebroid
T ∗Q integrates to a Lie subgroupoid Γ′ of Γ, then Γ′ is a symplectic subgroupoid.
Proof. Assume that Γ′−→− Q is a symplectic subgroupoid of a symplectic groupoid (Γ−→− P,α, β).
By ω and ω′ we denote the symplectic forms on Γ and Γ′ respectively, and by A and A′, we denote
their corresponding Lie algebroids. Then A′ is a Lie subalgebroid of A. As vector bundles, A ∼= TαP Γ
and A′ ∼= TαQΓ′, and the Lie algebroid morphism A′ −→ A is simply the inclusion: TαQΓ′ −→ TαP Γ. It
is well known that ωb : TαP Γ −→ T ∗P and (ω′)b : TαQΓ′ −→ T ∗Q are isomorphisms of Lie algebroids,
where T ∗P and T ∗Q are equipped with the cotangent Lie algebroids corresponding to the induced
Poisson structures. Thus, one obtains a Lie algebroid morphism ϕ : T ∗Q −→ T ∗P so that the
following diagram
TαQΓ
′ −−−−−−−−−−−→ TαP Γ
(ω′)b
y
y ωb
T ∗Q −−−−−−−−−−−→ T ∗P
ϕ
(11)
commutes. In particular, ϕ(T ∗Q) is a Lie subalgebroid of T ∗P . In what follows, we will show that
ϕ∗◦i is the identity map, where i : TQ −→ TP is the inclusion.
Let ξ ∈ T ∗xQ be any covector. Assume that ξ = (ω′)bu for some u ∈ Tαq Γ′. Then using the
commuting diagram (11), we have, for any v ∈ TxQ,
〈(i∗◦ϕ)ξ, v〉 = 〈ϕξ, v〉 = 〈ϕ(ω′)bu, v〉 = 〈ωbu, v〉 = ω(u, v) = ω′(u, v) = 〈(ω′)bu, v〉 = 〈ξ, v〉.
Therefore i∗◦ϕ = id, or equivalently ϕ∗◦i = id. Let VQ = kerϕ
∗, which is a subbundle of TQP .
Then TQP = TQ⊕ VQ. In fact V ⊥Q = ϕ(T ∗Q), so V ⊥Q is a Lie subalgebroid of T ∗P . Hence Q is a
Dirac submanifold.
Conversely, assume that Q is a Dirac submanifold of P , and ϕ = pr∗ : T ∗Q −→ T ∗P is the Lie
algebroid morphism as in Theorem 2.3 (iii). Let Γ′ ⊂ Γ be a Lie subgroupoid integrating the Lie
subalgebroid ϕ(T ∗Q). For any x ∈ Q, we have TxΓ = TxP ⊕ Tαx Γ and TxΓ′ = TxQ ⊕ Tαx Γ′. By
identifying Tαx Γ with T
∗
xP via ω
b as above, one obtains a decomposition TxΓ ∼= TxP ⊕ T ∗xP , under
which the symplectic form ωx ∈ ∧2T ∗xΓ takes the form:(
0 I
−I pi(x)
)
(12)
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Now TxP = TxQ⊕ Vx and T ∗xP = TxQ⊥ ⊕ V ⊥x ∼= V ∗x ⊕ T ∗xQ. Thus TxΓ ∼= TxQ⊕ Vx ⊕ V ∗x ⊕ T ∗xQ.
It is clear that under this decomposition TxΓ
′ corresponds to the subspace TxQ⊕ T ∗xQ. Thus the
restriction of ωx to the subspace TxΓ
′ has the form:
(
0 I
−I piQ(x)
)
, (13)
which is clearly non-degenerate. It follows immediately that the pull back of the symplectic form
ω is non-degenerate along the identity section Q. To show its non-degeneracy at every point of Γ′,
it suffices to show that through each point of Γ′, there exists a Lagrangian (local) bisection S of Γ
such that S|Q is a bisection of Γ′. This is true since any closed one-form on Q extends to a closed
one-form on P .
✷
4 Poisson involutions
This section is devoted to the study on a special class of Dirac submanifolds arising as the stable
locus of a Poisson involution. In particular, we discuss Poisson involutions on Poisson groupoids
as well as on Poisson groups. As we will see, such involutions do often exist. Examples include
the standard Poisson group structures on semi-simple Lie groups, Bruhat Poisson structures on
compact semi-simple Lie groups, and Poisson groupoids connecting with dynamical r-matrices of
semi-simple Lie algebras.
4.1 Stable locus of a Poisson involution
Recall that a Poisson involution on a Poisson manifold P is a Poisson diffeomorphism Φ : P −→ P
such that Φ2 = id. Another important class of Dirac manifolds arises as follows.
Proposition 4.1 Let Φ : P −→ P be a Poisson involution. Then its stable locus Q is a Dirac
submanifold.
Proof. It is well known that Q is a smooth manifold. For any x ∈ Q, since the linear morphism
Φ∗ : TxP −→ TxP is an involution, its eigenvalues are either +1 or −1. Let Vx denote the −1-
eigenspace of Φ∗, and VQ = ∪x∈QVx. Clearly, TxQ coincides with the +1-eigenspace of Φ∗, and
TxP = TxQ ⊕ Vx. Since Φ∗pi = pi, it is clear that pi|Q = piQ + pi′, where piQ ∈ Γ(∧2TQ) and
pi′ ∈ Γ(∧2VQ). It remains to verify Condition (iii) in Proposition 2.8. For this, notice that any
vector field X on P can be decomposed as X = X++X− where Φ∗X
+ = X+ and Φ∗X
− = −X−.
Indeed,
X+ =
1
2
(X +Φ∗X) and X
− =
1
2
(X − Φ∗X). (14)
It thus suffices to prove that pr∗[X
−, pi] = 0. This is obvious since Φ∗[X
−, pi] = [Φ∗X
−,Φ∗pi] =
−[X−, pi].
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✷Remark 4.2 The fact that the stable locus of a Poisson involution inherits a Poisson structure
was already hidden in the work of Bondal [4] and Boalch [2] in their study of the Poisson structures
on Stokes matrices. On the other hand, an algebraic version of this fact appeared in the work of
Fernades-Vanhaecke [14].
The Poisson structure on Q indeed can be described more explicitly in this case.
Proposition 4.3 Let Q be the stable locus of a Poisson involution Φ : P −→ P . Assume that the
Poisson tensor pi on P is pi =
∑
iXi∧Yi, where Xi and Yi are vector fields on P . Then the Poisson
tensor piQ on Q is given by piQ =
∑
iX
+
i ∧ Y +i |Q, where X+i and Y +i are defined by Equation (14).
As a consequence of Theorem 3.7, we have the following
Corollary 4.4 If Q is the stable locus of a Poisson involution on an integrable Poisson manifold
P , then Q is always an integrable Poisson manifold itself.
Proof. Assume that Q is the stable locus of a Poisson involution Φ : P −→ P . Let Γ be an α-
connected and simply connected symplectic groupoid of P . To the Poisson involution Φ : P −→ P ,
there corresponds to an involutive symplectic groupoid automorphism Φ˜ : Γ −→ Γ. Then the stable
locus of Φ˜, which is a smooth manifold, is a symplectic subgroupoid of Γ integrating Q.
✷
4.2 Poisson involutions on Poisson groupoids
For Poisson groupoids, there is an effective way of producing Poisson involutions. This is via the
so called symmetric Poisson groupoids. Symmetric Poisson groups and their infinitesimal version:
symmetric Lie bialgebras, were studied by Fernandes [11, 12] 1
Definition 4.5 (i). A symmetric Poisson groupoid consists of a pair (Γ,Φ), where Γ is a Poisson
groupoid and Φ : Γ −→ Γ is a groupiod anti-morphism which is also a Poisson involution.
(ii). A symmetric Lie bialgebroid consists of a triple (A,A∗, ϕ), where (A,A∗) is a Lie bialgebroid
and ϕ : A −→ A is an involutive Lie algebroid anti-morphism such that ϕ∗ : A∗ −→ A∗ is a
Lie algebroid morphism.
Theorem 4.6 Under the assumption that the relevant Lie algebroid is integrable, there is one-
one correspondence between α-simply connected symmetric Poisson groupoids and symmetric Lie
bialgebroids.
1Note that our definition here, however, is precisely the opposite to that in [11, 12]. We require that Φ be
group(oid) anti-morphism and Poisson, while in [11, 12] Φ is required to be group morphism and anti-Poisson.
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Proof. Assume that (A,A∗, ϕ) is a symmetric Lie bialgebroid. Let Γ be an α-simply connected
Poisson groupoid corresponding to the Lie bialgebroid (A,A∗). It is known that any Lie algebroid
isomorphism integrates to a Lie groupoid isomorphism for α-simply connected Lie groupoids. Hence
the Lie algebroid involution ϕ′ = −ϕ : A −→ A integrates to a Lie groupoid involution Φ′ : Γ −→ Γ.
By assumption, (ϕ′)∗ = (−ϕ)∗ = −ϕ∗ is a Lie algebroid anti-morphism. By the Poisson groupoid
duality [23, 24], Φ′ is an anti-Poisson map. Let τ : Γ −→ Γ be the map: τ(g) = g−1, ∀g ∈ Γ,
which is clearly a groupoid anti-morphism and an anti-Poisson map. Set Φ = Φ′◦τ . Then Φ is an
integration of ϕ, which possesses all the required properties.
Conversely, if (Γ,Φ) is a symmetric Poisson groupoid, then it is clear that (A,A∗, ϕ) is a
symmetric Lie bialgebroid, where ϕ : A −→ A is the derivative of Φ.
✷
Remark 4.7 Note that the roles of A and A∗ can be switched for a symmetric Lie bialgebroid.
Namely, if (A,A∗, ϕ) is a symmetric Lie bialgebroid, then (A∗, A,−ϕ∗) is also a symmetric Lie
bialgebroid. This means that from a symmetric Lie bialgebroid one can in fact construct a pair of
Poisson involutions: one on Γ and the other on its dual Poisson groupoid Γ∗ (provided that both
A and A∗ are integrable).
Theorem 4.6 indicates that a useful source of producing Poisson involutions on Poisson groupoids
is to construct symmetric Lie bialgebroids. Next we will consider the case of coboundary Lie
bialgebroids [18], namely those Lie bialgebroids (A,A∗) where the Lie algebroid on the dual A∗ is
generated by an r-matrix Λ ∈ Γ(∧2A) with the property [X, [Λ,Λ]] = 0, ∀X ∈ Γ(A).
Proposition 4.8 A coboundary Lie bialgebroid (A,A∗) with an r-matrix Λ ∈ Γ(∧2A) is a sym-
metric Lie bialgebroid if there is an involutive Lie algebroid anti-morphism ϕ : A −→ A such that
ϕΛ = −Λ.
Proof. Let d∗ : Γ(∧∗A) −→ Γ(∧∗+1A) be the exterior differential induced from the Lie alge-
broid structure on A∗. Then for any X ∈ Γ(∧∗A), d∗X = [Λ,X]. Hence (ϕ◦d∗)X = ϕ[Λ,X] =
−[ϕΛ, ϕX] = [Λ, ϕX] = (d∗◦ϕ)X, which implies that ϕ◦d∗ = d∗◦ϕ. Hence ϕ∗ : A∗ −→ A∗ is a Lie
algebroid morphism.
✷
4.3 Symmetric Courant algebroids
A nice way of understanding a Lie bialgebroid (A,A∗) is via its double E = A ⊕ A∗, which is
a Courant algebroid [16]. Roughly, a Courant algebroid is a vector bundle E → M equipped
with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (·, ·) of signature (n, n) on the fibers, a bundle map
ρ : E −→ TM , and a bracket [·, ·] on Γ(E), which satisfy some complicated compatibility conditions
resembling that of a Lie algebroid up to a homotopy. Lie bialgebroids precisely correspond to
splittable Courant algebroids, namely those which admit two transversal Dirac structures. We
refer the reader to [16] for details.
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Definition 4.9 (i). A symmetric Courant algebroid is a Courant algebroid (E, (·, ·), ρ, [·, ·]) to-
gether with an involutive anti-morphism χ : E −→ E, i.e.,
ρ◦χ = −f∗◦χ; (χe1, χe2) = −(e1, e2); and χ[e1, e2] = −[χe1, χe2]
for any e1, e2 ∈ Γ(E), where f :M −→M is the base map corresponding to χ;
(ii). A symmetric splittable Courant algebroid is a symmetric Courant algebroid (E,χ), such that
E admits a pair of χ-stable transversal Dirac structures.
Theorem 4.10 There is a one-one correspondence between symmetric Lie bialgebroids and sym-
metric splittable Courant algebroids.
Proof. Assume that (A,A∗, ϕ) is a symmetric Lie bialgebroid. Let M denote the base of the Lie
bialgebroid (A,A∗), and a, a∗ their anchors respectively. Denote, by f : M −→ M , the involution
on the base manifold corresponding to ϕ. Then ϕ∗ is a bundle map over the same base map
f :M −→M since f is an involution. Let E = A⊕A∗ be the double of the Lie bialgebroid, which
is a Courant algebroid [16] over the base manifold M , with anchor ρ = a+ a∗. Define χ : E −→ E
by
χ(X + ξ) = ϕX − ϕ∗ξ, ∀X ∈ A|m and ξ ∈ A∗|m. (15)
Then χ is clearly an involutive bundle map over the base map f : M −→ M . It is also simple to
check that χ anti-commutes with the anchor on E, and (χe1, χe2) = −(e1, e2) for any e1, e2 ∈ Γ(E).
It remains to check that [χe1, χe2] = −[e1, e2] for any e1, e2 ∈ Γ(E). To this end, it suffices to show
that [χX,χξ] = −[X, ξ] for any X ∈ Γ(A) and ξ ∈ Γ(A∗). First, we will need the following
identities:
Lϕ∗ξϕX = ϕ(LξX); (16)
LϕXϕ
∗ξ = −ϕ∗(LXξ). (17)
Note that for any η ∈ Γ(A∗),
〈Lϕ∗ξϕX, η〉
= (a∗ϕ
∗ξ)〈ϕX, η〉 − 〈ϕX, [ϕ∗ξ, η]〉
= f∗(a∗ξ)〈ϕX, η > −〈ϕX, [ϕ∗ξ, η]〉
= (a∗ξ)〈X,ϕ∗η〉 − 〈X,ϕ∗[ϕ∗ξ, η]〉
= (a∗ξ)〈X,ϕ∗η〉 − 〈X, [ξ, ϕ∗η]〉
= 〈LξX,ϕ∗η〉
= 〈ϕ(LξX), η〉.
Equation (16) thus follows. Equation (17) can be proved similarly. Now
[χX, χξ]
= −[ϕX, ϕ∗ξ]
= Lϕ∗ξϕX − 1
2
d∗〈ϕ∗ξ, ϕX〉 − LϕXϕ∗ξ + 1
2
d〈ϕ∗ξ, ϕX〉 (by Equations (16)-(17))
= ϕ(LξX)− 1
2
ϕd∗〈ξ,X〉+ ϕ∗(LXξ)− 1
2
ϕ∗d〈ξ,X〉.
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On the other hand,
χ[X, ξ]
= χ[(−LξX + 1
2
d∗〈ξ,X〉) + (LXξ − 1
2
d〈ξ,X〉)]
= −ϕ(LξX) + 1
2
ϕd∗〈ξ,X〉 − ϕ∗(LXξ) + 1
2
ϕ∗d〈ξ,X〉.
Thus [χX,χξ] = −χ[X, ξ].
Conversely, assume that E is a splittable Courant algebroid such that E = A ⊕ A∗ for a Lie
bialgebroid (A,A∗), and χ : E −→ E is an involutive anti-morphism preserving both components
A and A∗. Let ϕ = χ|A : A −→ A and ψ = χ|A∗ : A∗ −→ A∗. Then both ϕ and ψ are involutive
Lie algebroid anti-morphisms. For any X ∈ Γ(A) and ξ ∈ Γ(A∗), since (χξ, χX) = −(ξ,X), and
χX = ϕX, χξ = ψξ, it follows immediately that ϕ∗ψ = −id, which implies that ψ = −ϕ∗. This
concludes the proof.
✷
4.4 Poisson involutions on dynamical Poisson groupoids
As a special case, we will consider dynamical Poisson groupoids introduced by Etingof-Varchenko
[9]. Recall that a dynamical r-matrix is a function r : h∗ −→ ∧2g satisfying:
(i). r : h∗ −→ ∧2g is H-equivariant;
(ii).
∑
i hi ∧ ∂r∂λi − 12 [r, r] is a constant (∧2g)g-valued function over h∗,
where h ⊂ g is a Lie subalgebra, H is the Lie subgroup of G with Lie algebra h, {h1, · · · , hk} is a
basis of h, and {λ1, · · · , λk} is its induced coordinates on h∗.
It is known [1, 19] that a dynamical r-matrix naturally defines a coboundary Lie bialgebroid
(A,A∗,Λ), where A = Th∗ × g, and Λ = pih∗ +
∑k
i=1(
∂
∂λi
∧ hi) + r(λ) ∈ Γ(∧2A). Here pih∗ is the
Lie-Poisson tensor on h∗.
The following theorem can be verified directly.
Theorem 4.11 Let r : h∗ −→ ∧2g be a dynamical r-matrix. Assume that s : g −→ g is an invo-
lutive Lie algebra anti-morphism, which preserves h and satisfies the property s(r(λ)) = −r(s∗hλ),
∀λ ∈ h∗. Here sh : h −→ h is the restriction of s to h. Then (Th∗ × g, T ∗h∗ × g∗, ϕ), where
ϕ = (−Ts∗h, s) : Th∗ × g −→ Th∗ × g, is a symmetric Lie bialgebroid.
Corollary 4.12 Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 4.11, let S : G −→ G be the group
anti-morphism corresponding to s. Then,
(i). Φ : h∗ × h∗ × G −→ h∗ × h∗ × G, Φ(u, v, g) = (s∗hv, s∗hu, S(g)), ∀u, v ∈ h∗ and g ∈ G, is a
Poisson involution of the dynamical Poisson groupoid h∗ × h∗ ×G.
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(ii). Γ0 = {(u, s∗hu, g)|∀u ∈ h∗, g ∈ G0} is a Dirac submanifold, where G0 ⊂ G is the stable locus
of S.
Example 4.13 Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra over C of rank k with a Cartan subalgebra h.
Let {eα, fα, hi|α ∈ ∆+, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} be a Chevalley basis. Then
r(λ) =
∑
α∈∆+
dα coth(
1
2
< α, λ >)eα ∧ fα
is a dynamical r-matrix over h∗, where (eα, fα) = dα, and coth(x) =
ex+e−x
ex−e−x
is the hyperbolic
cotangent function [9].
Let s : g −→ g be a C-linear morphism, which, on generators, is defined as follows2:
seα = fα, sfα = eα, shi = hi. (18)
It is clear that s is an involutive Lie algebra anti-morphism and s|h = id. Moreover, it is also simple
to see that s(r(λ)) = −r(λ) for any λ ∈ h∗. Therefore, according to Theorem 4.11, (Th∗×g, T ∗h∗×
g∗, ϕ) is a symmetric Lie bialgebroid, where ϕ : Th∗×g −→ Th∗×g is given by ϕ(v,X) = (−v, sX),
∀(v,X) ∈ Th∗ × g. Thus one obtains a pair of Poisson involutions on their corresponding Poisson
groupoids Φ : Γ −→ Γ and Ψ : Γ∗ −→ Γ∗. Now Γ = h∗ × h∗ × G, and Φ(u, v, g) = (v, u, Sg),
∀u, v ∈ h∗ and g ∈ G. Hence, the stable locus of S is diffeomorphic to h∗ × G0, where G0 is the
stable locus of S. It would be interesting to compute explicitly the induced Poisson structure on
h∗ × G0. On the other hand, it is quite mysterious what the stable locus of Ψ should look like,
since it is even not clear how to describe the groupoid Γ∗.
Let l be a reductive Lie subalgebra of g containing h, i.e.,
l = h⊕⊕α∈∆′
+
(gα ⊕ g−α), (19)
where ∆′+ is some subset of ∆+.
The claim in Example 4.13 in fact holds in a more general situation when h is replaced by l.
Proposition 4.14 Let l be a reductive Lie subalgebra of a semi-simple Lie algebra g as in Equation
(19), and r : l∗ −→ ∧2g a dynamical r-matrix. Then the map s : g −→ g defined by Equation (18)
satisfies the conditions as in Theorem 4.11, and therefore (T l∗× g, T ∗l∗× g∗, ϕ) is a symmetric Lie
bialgebroid. Here ϕ = (−Ts∗l , s) : T l∗ × g −→ T l∗ × g.
Proof. We prove this proposition by using the classification result in [9]. Let r0 : h
∗ −→ ∧2g be
the function:
r0(λ) =
∑
α∈∆′
+
1
(α, λ)
eα ∧ fα.
2Note that −s is precisely the Cartan involution on the split real form.
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According to [9], r˜ = r|h∗ + r0 : h∗ −→ ∧2g is a classical dynamical r-matrix on h∗. Hence, from
Example 4.13 (the rational case can also be similarly checked), we know that s(r˜(λ)) = −r˜(λ),
∀λ ∈ h∗, which in turn implies that s(r(λ)) = −r(λ), ∀λ ∈ h∗.
Now assume that µ = Ad∗
x−1
λ ∈ l∗, where λ ∈ h∗ and x ∈ L. Then
s(r(µ)) = s(r(Ad∗x−1λ)) (since r is L-equivariant)
= s[Adxr(λ)]
= AdSx−1s(r(λ))
= AdSx−1(−r(λ))
= −r(Ad∗Sxλ)
= −r(s∗Ad∗x−1s∗λ)
= −r(s∗Ad∗x−1λ)
= −r(s∗µ).
Here we used the identities: s◦Adx = AdSx−1◦s and Ad
∗
Sx = s
∗Ad∗
x−1
s∗. Since those points µ =
Adx−1λ, ∀λ ∈ h∗, x ∈ L, consist of a dense subset of l∗, the conclusion thus follows immediately.
✷
5 Poisson involutions on Poisson groups
In this section, we turn our attention to Poisson involutions on Poisson groups.
5.1 Symmetric Poisson groups
As a special case of Definition 4.5, we have
Definition 5.1 (i). A symmetric Poisson group consists of a pair (G,Φ), where G is a Poisson
group and Φ : G −→ G is a group anti-morphism which is also a Poisson involution.
(ii). A symmetric Lie bialgebra consists of a triple (g, g∗, ϕ), where (g, g∗) is a Lie bialgebra and
ϕ : g −→ g is an involutive Lie algebra anti-morphism such that ϕ∗ : g∗ −→ g∗ is a Lie
algebra morphism.
In this case, a combination of Theorems 4.6 and 4.10 leads to the following:
Theorem 5.2 (i). There is a one-one correspondence between simply connected symmetric Pois-
son groups and symmetric Lie bialgebras.
(ii). There is one-one correspondence between symmetric Lie bialgebras (g, g∗, ϕ) and involutive
anti-morphisms χ : σ −→ σ (i.e., (χe1, χe2) = −(e1, e2); and χ[e1, e2] = −[χe1, χe2]) of the
double σ = g⊕ g∗ preserving both components g and g∗.
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(iii). If (g, g∗) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra with an r-matrix r ∈ ∧2g, then (g, g∗, ϕ) is a symmetric
Lie bialgebra if ϕ : g −→ g is an involutive Lie algebra anti-morphism such that ϕr = −r.
Now assume that (g, g∗, ϕ) is a symmetric Lie bialgebra. Then according to the proof of Theorem
4.10, χ : σ −→ σ, χ(X+ξ) = ϕX−ϕ∗ξ, ∀X+ξ ∈ g⊕g∗, is an involutive Lie algebra anti-morphism,
where σ = g⊕g∗ is the double of the Lie bialgebra. On the other hand, it is well known that (σ, σ∗)
itself is a Lie bialgebra with the r-matrix: r =
∑
iXi∧ ξi ∈ ∧2σ, where {X1, · · · ,Xn} is a basis of g
and {ξ1, · · · , ξn} is its dual basis of g∗. Then χ(r) = −∑i ϕXi ∧ϕ∗ξi = −r, since {ϕ∗ξ1, · · · , ϕ∗ξn}
is a dual basis to {ϕX1, · · · , ϕXn}. Thus we have proved the following:
Proposition 5.3 The double of a symmetric Lie bialgebra is still a symmetric Lie bialgebra.
Remark 5.4 Let D denote the Lie group of σ. Then the same space D possesses three different
structures (under certain assumptions on completeness): a Poisson group, a symplectic groupoid
ΓG over G and a symplectic groupoid ΓG∗ over G
∗. If (g, g∗, ϕ) is a symmetric Lie bialgebra, then ϕ
induces a Poisson involution on D, an involutive automorphism on symplectic groupoid ΓG, and an
involutive automorphism on the symplectic groupoid ΓG∗ . These three involutions are all different
(see [4]). Their stable locuses correspond to a Dirac submanifold of D, a symplectic groupoid over
the stable locus of Φ, and a symplectic groupoid over the stable locus of Ψ. Here Φ : G −→ G and
Ψ : G∗ −→ G∗ are the corresponding involutions induced by ϕ.
5.2 Poisson structures on stable locuses
Below we outline a scheme to explicitly compute the Poisson tensor on the stable locus Q of the
Poisson involution Φ for a symmetric Poisson group (G,Φ). Since Φ is an involutive group anti-
morphism, we have
AdΦ(x)−1◦ϕ = ϕ◦Adx : g −→ g, ∀x ∈ G. (20)
Definition 5.5 (i). A smooth map ξ : G −→ ∧∗g is said to be Φ-equivariant if
ξ(Φ(x)) = AdΦ(x)ϕ(ξ(x)), ∀x ∈ G; (21)
(ii). It is said to be anti-Φ-equivariant if
ξ(Φ(x)) = −AdΦ(x)ϕ(ξ(x)), ∀x ∈ G. (22)
Indeed, any smooth map ξ : G −→ ∧∗g can be decomposed as ξ = ξ+ + ξ− such that ξ+ is
Φ-equivariant and ξ− is anti-Φ-equivariant, where
ξ+(x) =
1
2
[ξ(x) + ϕ(AdΦ(x)−1ξ(Φ(x))]; (23)
ξ−(x) =
1
2
[ξ(x)− ϕ(AdΦ(x)−1ξ(Φ(x))]. (24)
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It is simple to see that ξ : G −→ ∧∗g is Φ-equivariant (or anti-Φ-equivariant) iff its right translation
rx∗ξ(x) is a Φ-invariant (or anti-Φ-invariant) multi-vector field on G.
Let δ : g −→ ∧2g denote the cobracket of the Lie bialgebra (g, g∗), which is also a Lie algebra
1-cocycle, and let λ : G −→ ∧2g be its corresponding Lie group 1-cocycle. It is well-known that
pi(x) = rx∗λ(x), ∀x ∈ G, is the Poisson tensor on the Poisson group G. Since pi is Φ-invariant, it
thus follows that λ : G −→ ∧2g is Φ-equivariant.
Proposition 5.6 Assume that the group 1-cocycle λ : G −→ ∧2g is λ =∑i ξi ∧ ηi, where ξi, ηi :
G −→ g. Then piQ(x) =
∑
i rx∗ξ
+
i (x) ∧ rx∗η+i (x)|Q is the Poisson tensor on Q, where ξ+i and η+i
are defined as in Equations (23-24). Moreover, the symplectic leaves of Q are the intersection of Q
with dressing orbits of G∗.
When G is a coboundary Poisson group, one can write piQ more explicitly.
Corollary 5.7 Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 5.2, moreover assume that G is a
coboundary Poisson group with r-matrix r =
∑
i ei ∧ fi ∈ ∧2g. Then the Poisson tensor on Q
is given by
piQ =
1
4
∑
i
(←−ei +−→ϕei) ∧ (←−fi +−→ϕfi)|Q − 1
4
∑
i
(−→ei +←−ϕei) ∧ (−→fi +←−ϕfi)|Q, (25)
where ←−ei and −→ei are the left- and right-invariant vector fields on G, respectively, corresponding to
ei ∈ g; similarly for ←−fi and −→fi , etc.
In particular, if ei, fi are chosen such that ϕei = ei and ϕfi = −fi, then
piQ =
1
2
∑
i
(←−ei +−→ei ) ∧ (←−fi −−→fi )|Q. (26)
Proof. It is simple to see, by using Equation (23), that for any ξ ∈ g, ξ+(x) = 12 (ξ+Adx(ϕξ)) and
(Adxξ)
+(x) = 12(Adxξ + ϕξ). Hence it follows that rx∗(Adxξ)
+(x) = 12(
←−
ξ +
−→
ϕξ) and rx∗ξ
+(x) =
1
2(
−→
ξ +
←−
ϕξ). It is well known that for a coboundary Poisson group λ(x) =
∑
i(Adxei∧Adxfi−ei∧fi).
Equation (25) thus follows immediately.
✷
5.3 Poisson symmetric spaces
In what follows, we discuss the relation between the stable locus of the Poisson involution of a
symmetric Poisson group and Poisson symmetric spaces. A Poisson symmetric space is a symmetric
space, which is in the mean time also a Poisson homogeneous space. Poisson symmetric spaces were
studied systematically by Fernandes in his Ph. D. thesis [11, 12], to which we refer the reader for
details.
Assume that (G,Φ) is a symmetric Poisson group, and Q = {g|Φ(g) = g} is the stable locus of
Φ. The following result is standard (c.f. [27, 28]). For completeness, we outline a proof below.
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Proposition 5.8 Any connected component of Q is a symmetric space.
Proof. Let g0 ∈ Q be any fixed point of Φ, and Qg0 the connected component of Q through g0.
Consider the twisted G-action on (the space) G given by [27]:
g · x = gxΦ(g), ∀g, x ∈ G. (27)
a Since Φ is a group anti-morphism, this is clearly an action. Now Φ(g · x) = Φ(gxΦ(g)) =
gΦ(x)Φ(g) = g ·Φ(x), so Q is stable under this action. Therefore in particular Qg0 is stable as well.
Let Q′g0 denote the G-orbit through g0. Then Q
′
g0
is a homogeneous space Q′g0
∼= G/Hg0 , where
Hg0 = {g|g ∈ G, gg0Φ(g) = g0} is the isotropic group at g0. Set
Φg0 : G −→ G, Φg0(g) = Adg0Φ(g−1),∀g ∈ G. (28)
Then Φg0 is an involutive group homomorphism, since
Φ2g0(g) = Φg0(Adg0Φ(g
−1)) = AdΦg0 (g0)Φg0(Φ(g
−1)) = Ad
g−1
0
Adg0Φ(Φ(g
−1))−1 = g, ∀g ∈ G.
It is clear that Hg0 is the stable locus of Φg0 . Hence Q
′
g0
is indeed a symmetric space, and its
dimension equals to the dimension of −1-eigenspace of ϕg0 , where ϕg0 = −Adg0◦ϕ : g −→ g is the Lie
algebra involution corresponding to Φg0 . On the other hand, the tangent space Tg0Qg0 is spanned by
those vectors v ∈ Tg0G such that Φ∗v = v. By identifying Tg0G with g by right translations, Tg0Qg0
can be identified with the subspace of g consisting of those elements X satisfying Adg0◦ϕX = X,
i.e., the −1-eigenspace of ϕg0 . Therefore Q′g0 is a submanifold of Qg0 of the same dimension, so it
must be an open submanifold. Since it is also closed, they must be identical. This concludes the
proof.
✷
We are now ready to prove the following
Theorem 5.9 Let (G,Φ) be a symmetric Poisson group, and Q = {g|Φ(g) = g} the stable locus of
Φ. If the Poisson tensor pi on G vanishes at a point g0 ∈ Q, then the connected component Qg0 is
a Poisson symmetric space up to a multiplier of 2. In particular, the identity component of Q is a
Poisson symmetric space.
Proof. Consider the map
f : G −→ Qg0 , g −→ g · g0 = gg0Φ(g), ∀g ∈ G.
It suffices to prove that f is a Poisson map, where Qg0 is equipped with the Poisson tensor 2piQ.
First, it is simple to see that
f∗δg = Rg0Φ(g)δg + Lgg0Φ∗δg, ∀δg ∈ TgG. (29)
On the other hand, we have
Lgg0Φ∗δg = Φ∗(Rg0Φ(g)δg). (30)
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To see this, take a curve g(t) starting at g with ∂
∂t
|t=0g(t) = δg. Since Φ is an involutive anti-
morphism, we have gg0Φ(g(t)) = Φ(g(t)g0Φ(g)). Equation (30) thus follows by taking the derivative
at t = 0. Combining Equation (29) with Equation (30), we are thus lead to
f∗δg = 2(Rg0Φ(g)δg)
+. (31)
Now write pi(g) =
∑
ij δ
i
g ∧ δjg, where δig, δjg ∈ TgG. Then we have
f∗pi(g) = 4
∑
ij
(Rg0Φ(g)δ
i
g)
+ ∧ (Rg0Φ(g)δjg)+.
On the other hand, from the multiplicity condition of the Poisson tensor pi(g), it follows that
pi(gg0Φ(g)) = Rg0Φ(g)pi(g) + Lgpi(g0Φ(g))
= Rg0Φ(g)pi(g) + Lgg0pi(Φ(g))
= Rg0Φ(g)pi(g) + Lgg0Φ∗pi(g)
= Rg0Φ(g)pi(g) + Φ∗(Rg0Φ(g)pi(g))
=
∑
Rg0Φ(g)δ
i
g ∧Rg0Φ(g)δjg +
∑
Φ∗Rg0Φ(g)δ
i
g ∧ Φ∗Rg0Φ(g)aδjg.
Here we used the assumption pi(g0) = 0 in the second equality. Therefore we have
piQ(gg0Φ(g)) = 2
∑
(Rg0Φ(g)δ
i
g)
+ ∧ (Rg0Φ(g)δjg)+.
This concludes the proof.
✷
Remark 5.10 (i). Theorem 5.9 would follow from Theorem 3.6, if the action defined by Equation
(27) were a Poisson action where the Poisson group is equipped with the Poisson tensor pi(g)
while the space it acts, which is G again, is equipped with 2pi(g). However, this is false in
general. So we can see that a Poisson group action on a Poisson manifold P may not be
Poisson action , but it can still be Poisson when restricted to the stable locus Q.
(ii). One drawback of Theorem 5.9 is that the stable locuses do not seem to produce any new
examples of Poisson manifolds for symmetric Poisson groups in contraction to what one may
have initially expected. A good point, on the other hand, is that one might be able to
quantize these Poisson structures on stable locuses including the one on Stokes matrices U+
(see Example 5.11) using quantum homogeneous spaces.
(iii). One can construct a symplectic groupoid of a Poisson symmetric space by means of reduction
[33]. On the other hand, according to Corollary 4.4, for a stable locus Poisson structure, one
can construct a symplectic groupoid directly via the lifted involution on the corresponding
symplectic groupoid. It is interesting to compare these two approaches in our case here.
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5.4 Examples
We end the paper with a list of examples. We refer the reader to [11] for a complete list of orthogonal
symmetric Lie bialgeras, which also contains examples below.
Example 5.11 Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra of rank k over C with a Cartan subalgebra
h. Let {eα, fα, hi|α ∈ ∆+, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} be a Chevalley basis. It is well known that (g, g∗) is a
coboundary Lie bialgebra with r-matrix:
r =
∑
α∈∆+
dα(eα ∧ fα),
where dα = (eα, fα).
As in Example 4.13, let ϕ : g −→ g be the C-linear morphism, which, on generators, is defined
as follows:
ϕeα = fα, ϕfα = eα, ϕhi = hi.
It is clear that ϕ is an involutive Lie algebra anti-morphism and ϕr = −r. Therefore, (g, g, ϕ) is
a symmetric Lie bialgebra, which in turn induces a pair of symmetric Poisson groups (G,Φ) and
(G∗,Ψ). Thus one obtains a pair of Poisson involutions: Φ : G −→ G and Ψ : G∗ −→ G∗, which
are the group anti-morphisms corresponding to the Lie algebra anti-morphisms: ϕ : g −→ g and
−ϕ∗ : g∗ −→ g∗, respectively.
For g = sl(n,C), it is well-known that G = SL(n,C) and G∗ = B+ ∗ B−. It is simple to see
that Φ and Ψ are given by the following:
Φ : SL(n,C) −→ SL(n,C), Φ(A) = AT , ∀A ∈ SL(n,C);
and
Ψ : B+ ∗B− −→ B+ ∗B−, Ψ(B,C) = (CT , BT ), ∀(B,C) ∈ B+ ∗B−.
The stable locus of Φ thus consists of all symmetric matrices in SL(n,C). On the other hand,
the set U+ of Stokes matrices (i.e. upper triangular matrices with all main diagonal entries being
1) can be identified with the identity component of the stable locus of Ψ. As a consequence, both
the space S of symmetric matrices in SL(n,C) and the space U+ of Stokes matrices admit natural
Poisson structures. These Poisson manifolds, together with their symplectic groupoids, were studied
in details by Bondal [4] in connection with his study of triangulated categories. Independently,
the Poisson structure on U+ was also obtained independently by Dubrovin [8] in the 3 × 3-case
and Ugaglia [29] in general in connection with the study of Frobenius manifolds. From a very
different aspect, the relation between the Poisson structure on the space of Stokes matrices U+
and the Poisson group B+ ∗ B− was independently found by Boalch in his study of the so called
“monodromy map” [2]. We refer the reader to [4, 2] for details. As a consequence of Theorem 5.9,
we conclude that both S and U+ are indeed Poisson symmetric spaces.
Theorem 5.12 Up to a multiplier 2,
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(i). the map SL(n,C) −→ S, A→ AAT ,∀A ∈ SL(n,C), is a Poisson map. Indeed S is a Poisson
symmetric space with the Poisson SL(n,C)-action:
SL(n,C)× S −→ S, A ·X = AXAT , ∀A ∈ SL(n,C),X ∈ S;
(ii). the map B+ ∗B− −→ U+, (B,C)→ BCT ,∀(B,C) ∈ B+ ∗B− is a Poisson map. Indeed U+
is a Poisson symmetric space with the Poisson B+ ∗B−-action:
B+ ∗B− × U+ −→ U+, (B,C) ·X = BXCT , (B,C) ∈ B+ ∗B−,X ∈ U+.
Example 5.13 Let K be a compact semi-simple Lie group with Lie algebra k, and t its Cartan
subalgebra. It is well known that K admits a standard Poisson group structure called Bruhat
Poisson structure [21]. Let g = kC be its complexification, which is a complex semi-simple Lie
algebra. Choose a Chevalley basis {eα, fα, hi|α ∈ ∆+, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} of g as in Example 5.11, then
{Xα, Yα, ti|α ∈ ∆+, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, where
Xα = eα − fα, Yα =
√−1(eα + fα), and ti =
√−1hi, (32)
is a basis (over R) of k, and
rˆ =
√−1r = √−1
∑
α∈∆+
dα(eα ∧ fα) =
∑
α∈∆+
1
2
dαXα ∧ Yα ∈ ∧2k (33)
is indeed the r-matrix generating the corresponding Lie bialgebra (k, k∗). Let ϕ : g −→ g be the
anti-morphism as in Example 4.13. It is then clear that ϕ(Xα) = −Xα, ϕ(Yα) = Yα, and ϕ(ti) = ti,
so k is stable under ϕ. It is also clear that ϕrˆ = −rˆ. Hence (k, k∗, ϕˆ), where ϕˆ = ϕ|k : k −→ k,
is a symmetric Lie bialgebra. Thus it induces a pair of Poisson involutions Φˆ : K −→ K and
Ψˆ : K∗ −→ K∗.
To describe the stable locuses of these involutions, we need to consider the double of the Lie
bialgebra (k, k∗), which is isomorphic to g as a real Lie algebra. According to Theorem 5.2, ϕˆ
induces an involutive Lie algebra antimorphism (over R) χ : g −→ g, under which both k and k∗ are
stable and whose restrictions to these Lie subalgebras are ϕˆ and −ϕˆ∗, respectively. In our case, a
straightforward computation yields that on generators χ is given by:
χ(
√−1eα) =
√−1eα, χ(
√−1fα) =
√−1fα, χ(
√−1hi) =
√−1hi
χ(eα) = −eα, χ(fα) = −fα, χ(hi) = −hi.
In other words, χ(X) = −X¯, ∀X ∈ g. On the group level, χ induces an involutive Lie group
antimorphism Υ : G −→ G such that Υ(g) = g¯−1, ∀g ∈ G, where G is a simply connected Lie
group (considered as a real Lie group) integrating the Lie algebra g. By Q, we denote the stable
locus of Υ, i.e., Q = {g ∈ G|g¯ = g−1}. Then the stable locus of Φˆ and Ψˆ are K ∩Q and K∗ ∩Q,
respectively. In particular, according to Corollary 5.7,
piQ =
∑
α∈∆+
1
4
dα(
−→
Xα −←−Xα) ∧ (←−Yα +−→Yα) (34)
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is the Poisson tensor on K ∩ Q. Theorem 5.9 implies that the map g → gg¯−1 is indeed Poisson
maps (up to a factor of 2) when being restricted to K and K∗.
For K = SU(n), its dual group K∗ is isomorphic to SB(n,C), and the double G ∼= SL(n,C),
considered as a real Lie group. Thus Q = {A ∈ SL(n,C)|A¯A = I}. Hence we have K ∩ Q ∼=
{A|A∗A = A¯A = I,detA = 1}, which is the submanifold of SU(n) consisting of all symmetric
matrices. On the other hand, K∗ ∩Q ∼= {A ∈ SB(n,C)|A¯A = I}.
We note that SB(n,C) is Poisson diffeomorphic to the linear Poisson structure on sb(n,C)
according to Ginzburg-Weinstein theorem [15]. The recent result of Boalch [2] suggests that there
may exist a Poisson diffeomorphism SB(n,C) −→ sb(n,C) commuting with the Poisson involutions,
where the Poisson involution on SB(n,C) is given by A −→ A¯−1 while the Poisson involution on
sb(n,C) is: A −→ −A¯. If so, the induced Poisson structures on their stable locus should be
isomorphic. The latter is a lot easier to compute and in fact is a linear Poisson structure.
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